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Axial precession
In astronomy , axial precession is a grav ity -induced, slow, and continuous change in the orientation of an astronomical
body 's rotational axis. In particular, it can refer to the gradual shift in the orientation of Earth's axis of rotation, which,
similar to a wobbling top, traces out a pair of cones joined at their apices in a cy cle of approximately 26,000 y ears. [1] The
term "precession" ty pically refers only to this largest part of the motion; other changes in the alignment of Earth's axis—
nutation and polar motion—are much smaller in magnitude.
Earth's precession was historically called the precession of the equinoxes, because the equinoxes mov ed westward along
the ecliptic relativ e to the fixed stars, opposite to the y early motion of the Sun along the ecliptic. This term is still used in
non-technical discussions, that is, when detailed mathematics are absent. Historically , [2] the discov ery of the precession of
the equinoxes is usually attributed in the west to the Hellenistic-era (second-century BCE) astronomer, Hipparchus, although
there are claims of its earlier discov ery , such as in the Indian text, Vedanga Jy otisha, dating from 7 00 BC. With
improv ements in the ability to calculate the grav itational force between and among planets during the first half of the
nineteenth century , it was recognized that the ecliptic itself mov ed slightly , which was named planetary precession, as
early as 1863, while the dominant component was named lunisolar precession. [3] Their combination was named general
precession, instead of precession of the equinoxes.
Lunisolar precession is caused by the grav itational forces of the Moon and Sun on Earth's equatorial bulge, causing Earth's
axis to mov e with respect to inertial space. Planetary precession (an adv ance) is due to the small angle between the
grav itational force of the other planets on Earth and its orbital plane (the ecliptic), causing the plane of the ecliptic to shift

Precessional movement of Earth.
Earth rotates (white arrows) once a
day around its rotational axis (red);
this axis itself rotates slowly (white
circle), completing a rotation in
approximately 26,000 years

slightly relativ e to inertial space. Lunisolar precession is about 500 times greater than planetary precession. [4] In addition to
the Moon and Sun, the other planets also cause a small mov ement of Earth's axis in inertial space, making the contrast in the terms lunisolar v ersus planetary
misleading, so in 2006 the International Astronomical Union recommended that the dominant component be renamed the precession of the equator, and the
minor component be renamed precession of the ecliptic, but their combination is still named general precession. [5] Many references to the old terms exist in
publications predating the change.
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Precession nomenclature
Ety mologically , "precession" and "procession" are both terms that relate to motion. "Precession" is deriv ed from the Latin praecedere, "to precede, to come before or
earlier"), while "procession" is deriv ed from the Latin procedere, "to march forward, to adv ance"). Generally the term "procession" is used to describe a group of objects
mov ing forward. The stars v iewed from Earth are seen to proceed in a procession from east to west daily , due to the Earth’s diurnal motion, and y early , due to the
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Earth’s rev olution around the Sun. At the same time the stars can be observ ed to anticipate slightly such motion, at the rate of approximately 50 arc seconds per y ear,
a phenomenon known as the "precession of the equinoxes".
In describing this motion astronomers generally hav e shortened the term to simply "precession". In describing the cause of the motion phy sicists hav e also used the
term "precession", which has led to some confusion between the observ able phenomenon and its cause, which matters because in astronomy , some precessions are
real and others are apparent. This issue is further obfuscated by the fact that many astronomers are phy sicists or astrophy sicists.
It should be noted that the term "precession" used in astronomy generally describes the observ able precession of the equinox (the stars mov ing retrograde across the
sky ), whereas the term "precession" as used in phy sics, generally describes a mechanical process.

Effects
The precession of the Earth's axis has a number of observ able effects. First, the positions of the south and north celestial poles appear to mov e in circles against the
space-fixed backdrop of stars, completing one circuit in approximately 26,000 y ears. Thus, while today the star Polaris lies approximately at the north celestial pole,
this will change ov er time, and other stars will become the "north star". [2] In approximately 3200 y ears, the star Gamma Cephei in the Cepheus constellation will
succeed Polaris for this position. The south celestial pole currently lacks a bright star to mark its position, but ov er time precession also will cause bright stars to
become south stars. As the celestial poles shift, there is a corresponding gradual shift in the apparent orientation of the whole star field, as v iewed from a particular
position on Earth.
Secondly , the position of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun at the solstices, equinoxes, or other time defined relativ e to the seasons, slowly changes. [2] For example,
suppose that the Earth's orbital position is marked at the summer solstice, when the Earth's axial tilt is pointing directly toward the Sun. One full orbit later, when the
Sun has returned to the same apparent position relativ e to the background stars, the Earth's axial tilt is not now directly toward the Sun: because of the effects of
precession, it is a little way "bey ond" this. In other words, the solstice occurred a little earlier in the orbit. Thus, the tropical y ear, measuring the cy cle of seasons (for
example, the time from solstice to solstice, or equinox to equinox), is about 20 minutes shorter than the sidereal y ear, which is measured by the Sun's apparent
position relativ e to the stars. After about 26 000 y ears the difference amounts to a full y ear, so the positions of the seasons relativ e to the orbit are "back where they
started". (Other effects also slowly change the shape and orientation of the Earth's orbit, and these, in combination with precession, create v arious cy cles of differing
periods; see also Milankov itch cy cles. The magnitude of the Earth's tilt, as opposed to merely its orientation, also changes slowly ov er time, but this effect is not
attributed directly to precession.)
For identical reasons, the apparent position of the Sun relativ e to the backdrop of the stars at some seasonally fixed time slowly regresses a full 360° through all twelv e
traditional constellations of the zodiac, at the rate of about 50.3 seconds of arc per y ear, or 1 degree ev ery 7 1.6 y ears.
At present, the rate of precession corresponds to a period of 25,7 7 2 y ears, but the rate itself v aries somewhat with time (see Values below), so one cannot say that in
exactly 25,7 7 2 y ears the earth's axis will be back to where it is now.
For further details, see Changing pole stars and Polar shift and equinoxes shift, below.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_precession
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History
Hellenistic world
Hipparchus
Though there is still-controv ersial ev idence that Aristarchus of Samos possessed distinct v alues for the sidereal
and tropical y ears as early as c. 280 BC, [6] the discov ery of precession usually is attributed to Hipparchus (190–
120 BC) of Rhodes or Nicaea, a Greek astronomer. According to Ptolemy 's Almagest, Hipparchus measured the
longitude of Spica and other bright stars. Comparing his measurements with data from his predecessors,
Timocharis (320–260 BC) and Aristillus (~280 BC), he concluded that Spica had mov ed 2° relativ e to the
autumnal equinox. He also compared the lengths of the tropical y ear (the time it takes the Sun to return to an
equinox) and the sidereal y ear (the time it takes the Sun to return to a fixed star), and found a slight
discrepancy . Hipparchus concluded that the equinoxes were mov ing ("precessing") through the zodiac, and that
the rate of precession was not less than 1° in a century , in other words, completing a full cy cle in no more than
36000 y ears.
Virtually all of the writings of Hipparchus are lost, including his work on precession. They are mentioned by
Ptolemy , who explains precession as the rotation of the celestial sphere around a motionless Earth. It is
reasonable to presume that Hipparchus, similarly to Ptolemy , thought of precession in geocentric terms as a
motion of the heav ens, rather than of the Earth.

Ptolemy
The first astronomer known to hav e continued Hipparchus's work on precession is Ptolemy in the second

The coincidence of the annual cycles of the apses
(closest and further approach to the sun) and
calendar dates (with seasons noted) at four equally
spaced stages of precessionary 26,000-year-cycle.
The season dates are those in the north. The tilt of
Earth's axis and the eccentricity of its orbit are
exaggerated. Approximate estimates. Effects of
weak planetary precession on the stages shown
are ignored.

century AD. Ptolemy measured the longitudes of Regulus, Spica, and other bright stars with a v ariation of
Hipparchus's lunar method that did not require eclipses. Before sunset, he measured the longitudinal arc separating the Moon from the Sun. Then, after sunset, he
measured the arc from the Moon to the star. He used Hipparchus's model to calculate the Sun's longitude, and made corrections for the Moon's motion and its parallax
(Ev ans 1998, pp. 251–255). Ptolemy compared his own observ ations with those made by Hipparchus, Menelaus of Alexandria, Timocharis, and Agrippa. He found
that between Hipparchus's time and his own (about 265 y ears), the stars had mov ed 2°40', or 1° in 100 y ears (36" per y ear; the rate accepted today is about 50" per
y ear or 1° in 7 2 y ears). He also confirmed that precession affected all fixed stars, not just those near the ecliptic, and his cy cle had the same period of 36,000 y ears as
found by Hipparchus.
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Other authors
Most ancient authors did not mention precession and, perhaps, did not know of it. For instance, Proclus rejected precession, while Theon of Alexandria, a
commentator on Ptolemy in the fourth century , accepted Ptolemy 's explanation. Theon also reports an alternate theory :

According to certain opinions ancient astrologers believe that from a certain epoch the solstitial signs have a motion of 8° in the order of the
signs, after which they go back the same amount. . . . (Dreyer 1958, p. 204)
Instead of proceeding through the entire sequence of the zodiac, the equinoxes "trepidated" back and forth ov er an arc of 8°. The theory of trepidation is presented by
Theon as an alternativ e to precession.

Alternative discovery theories
Babylonians
Various assertions hav e been made that other cultures discov ered precession independently of Hipparchus. According to Al-Battani, the Chaldean astronomers had
distinguished the tropical and sidereal y ear so that by approximately 330 BC, they would hav e been in a position to describe precession, if inaccurately , but such
claims generally are regarded as unsupported. [7]

Maya
The archaeologist Susan Milbrath has speculated that the Mesoamerican Long Count calendar of "30,000 y ears inv olv ing the Pleiades...may hav e been an effort to
calculate the precession of the equinox."[8] This v iew is held by few other professional scholars of May an civ ilization.

Ancient Egyptians
Similar claims hav e been made that precession was known in Ancient Egy pt during the dy nastic era, prior to the time of Hipparchus (Ptolemaic period). Howev er,
these claims remain controv ersial. Some buildings in the Karnak temple complex, for instance, allegedly were oriented toward the point on the horizon where certain
stars rose or set at key times of the y ear. Nonetheless, they kept accurate calendars and if they recorded the date of the temple reconstructions it would be a fairly
simple matter to plot the rough precession rate. The Dendera Zodiac, a star-map from the Hathor temple at Dendera from a late (Ptolemaic) age, allegedly records
precession of the equinoxes (Tompkins 197 1). In any case, if the ancient Egy ptians knew of precession, their knowledge is not recorded as such in any of their
surv iv ing astronomical texts.
Michael Rice wrote in his Egypt's Legacy, "Whether or not the ancients knew of the mechanics of the Precession before its definition by Hipparchos the Bithy nian in
the second century BC is uncertain, but as dedicated watchers of the night sky they could not fail to be aware of its effects." (p. 128) Rice believ es that "the Precession is
fundamental to an understanding of what powered the dev elopment of Egy pt" (p. 10), to the extent that "in a sense Egy pt as a nation-state and the king of Egy pt as a
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_precession
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liv ing god are the products of the realisation by the Egy ptians of the astronomical changes effected by the immense apparent mov ement of the heav enly bodies which
the Precession implies." (p. 56). Rice say s that "the ev idence that the most refined astronomical observ ation was practised in Egy pt in the third millennium BC (and
probably ev en before that date) is clear from the precision with which the Py ramids at Giza are aligned to the cardinal points, a precision which could only hav e been
achiev ed by their alignment with the stars. " (p. 31) The Egy ptians also, say s Rice, were "to alter the orientation of a temple when the star on whose position it had
originally been set mov ed its position as a consequence of the Precession, something which seems to hav e happened sev eral times during the New Kingdom." (p. 17 0)

Indian views
Indian astrologers were aware of axial precession since before the Common Era. Although many of the astronomical texts stored in Taxila were burnt during Muslim
inv asion of India, the classic astronomical text Sury asiddhanta surv iv ed and contains references about ay ana mov ements. In a later commentary on Sury asiddhanta
around twelfth century , Bhāskara II [9] say s: "sampāt rev olv es negativ ely 30000 times in a Kalpa of 4320 million y ears according to Sury asiddhanta, while Munjāla and
others say ay ana mov es forward 199669 in a Kalpa, and one should combine the two, before ascertaining declension, ascensional difference, etc."[10] Lancelot
Wilkinson translated the last of these three v erses in a too concise manner to conv ey the full meaning, and skipped the portion combine the two which the modern
Hindu commentary has brought to the fore. According to the Hindu commentary , the final v alue of period of precession should be obtained by combining +199669
rev olutions of ay ana with −30000 rev olutions of sampaat, to get +169669 per Kalpa, i.e. one rev olution in 25461 y ears, which is near the modern v alue of 257 7 1
y ears.
Moreov er, Munjāla's v alue giv es a period of 21636 y ears for ay ana's motion, which is the modern v alue of precession when anomalistic precession also is taken into
account. The latter has a period of 136000 y ears now, but Bhāskar-II giv es its v alue at 144000 y ears (30000 in a Kalpa), calling it sampāt. Bhāskar-II did not giv e any
name of the final term after combining the negativ e sampāt with the positiv e ay ana. The v alue he gav e indicates, howev er, that by ayana he meant precession on
account of the combined influence of orbital and anomalistic precessions, and by sampāt he meant the anomalistic period, but defined it as equinox. His language is a
bit confused, which he clarified in his own Vāsanābhāshy a commentary Siddhānta Shiromani, [11] by say ing that Sury asiddhanta was not av ailable and he was writing
on the basis of hearsay . Bhāskar-II did not giv e his own opinion, he merely cited Sury asiddhanta, Munjāla, and unnamed "others".
Extant Sury asiddhanta supports the notion of trepidation within a range of ±27 ° at the rate of 54" per y ear according to traditional commentators, but Burgess opined
that the original meaning must hav e been of a cy clical motion, for which he quoted the Sury asiddhanta mentioned by Bhāskar II. [12]

Chinese astronomy
Y u Xi (fourth century AD) was the first Chinese astronomer to mention precession. He estimated the rate of precession as 1° in 50 y ears (Pannekoek 1961, p. 92).

Middle Ages and Renaissance
In mediev al Islamic astronomy , precession was known based on Ptolemy 's Almagest, and by observ ations that refined the v alue.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_precession
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Al-Battani, in his Zij Al-Sabi', after mentioning Hipparchus calculating precession, and Ptolemy 's v alue of 1 degree per 100 solar y ears, say s that he measured
precession and found it to be on degree per 66 solar y ears. [13]
Subsequently , Al-Sufi mentions the same v alues in his Book of Fixed Stars, that Ptolemy 's v alue for precession is 1 degree per 100 solar y ears. He then quotes a
different v alue from Zij Al Mumtahan, which was done during Al-Ma'mun's reign, as 1 degree for ev ery 66 solar y ears. He also quotes the aforementioned Al-Battani's
Zij Al-Sabi' as adjusting coordinates for stars by 11 degrees and 10 minutes of arc to account for the difference between Al-Battani's time and Ptolemy 's. [14]
Later, the Zij-i Ilkhani compiled at the Maragheh observ atory sets the precession of the equinoxes at 51 arc seconds per annum, which is v ery close to the modern
v alue of 50.2 arc seconds. [15]
In the Middle Ages, Islamic and Latin Christian astronomers treated "trepidation" as a motion of the fixed stars to be added to precession. This theory is commonly
attributed to the Arab astronomer Thabit ibn Qurra, but the attribution has been contested in modern times. Nicolaus Copernicus published a different account of
trepidation in De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (1543). This work makes the first definite reference to precession as the result of a motion of the Earth's axis.
Copernicus characterized precession as the third motion of the Earth.

Modern period
Ov er a century later precession was explained in Isaac Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687 ), to be a consequence of grav itation (Ev ans
1998, p. 246). Newton's original precession equations did not work, howev er, and were rev ised considerably by Jean le Rond d'Alembert and subsequent scientists.

Hipparchus's discovery
Hipparchus gav e an account of his discov ery in On the Displacement of the Solsticial and Equinoctial Points (described in Almagest III.1 and VII.2). He measured the
ecliptic longitude of the star Spica during lunar eclipses and found that it was about 6° west of the autumnal equinox. By comparing his own measurements with those
of Timocharis of Alexandria (a contemporary of Euclid, who worked with Aristillus early in the 3rd century BC), he found that Spica's longitude had decreased by
about 2° in the meantime (exact y ears are not mentioned in Almagest). Also in VII.2, Ptolemy giv es more precise observ ations of two stars, including Spica and
concludes that in each case a 2°:40' change occurred during 128 BC and AD 139 (hence, 1° per century or one full cy cle in 36000 y ears, that is, the precessional period
of Hipparchus as reported by Ptolemy ; cf. page 328 in Toomer's translation of Almagest, 1998 edition)). He also noticed this motion in other stars. He speculated that
only the stars near the zodiac shifted ov er time. Ptolemy called this his "first hy pothesis" (Almagest VII.1), but did not report any later hy pothesis Hipparchus might
hav e dev ised. Hipparchus apparently limited his speculations, because he had only a few older observ ations, which were not v ery reliable.
Why did Hipparchus need a lunar eclipse to measure the position of a star? The equinoctial points are not marked in the sky , so he needed the Moon as a reference
point. Hipparchus already had dev eloped a way to calculate the longitude of the Sun at any moment. A lunar eclipse happens during Full moon, when the Moon is in
opposition. At the midpoint of the eclipse, the Moon is precisely 180° from the Sun. Hipparchus is thought to hav e measured the longitudinal arc separating Spica
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from the Moon. To this v alue, he added the calculated longitude of the Sun, plus 180° for the longitude of the Moon. He did the same procedure with Timocharis' data
(Ev ans 1998, p. 251). Observ ations such as these eclipses, incidentally , are the main source of data about when Hipparchus worked, since other biographical
information about him is minimal. The lunar eclipses he observ ed, for instance, took place on April 21, 146 BC, and March 21, 135 BC (Toomer 1984, p. 135 n. 14).
Hipparchus also studied precession in On the Length of the Y ear. Two kinds of y ear are relev ant to understanding his work. The tropical y ear is the length of time that
the Sun, as v iewed from the Earth, takes to return to the same position along the ecliptic (its path among the stars on the celestial sphere). The sidereal y ear is the
length of time that the Sun takes to return to the same position with respect to the stars of the celestial sphere. Precession causes the stars to change their longitude
slightly each y ear, so the sidereal y ear is longer than the tropical y ear. Using observ ations of the equinoxes and solstices, Hipparchus found that the length of the
tropical y ear was 365+1/4−1/300 day s, or 365.24667 day s (Ev ans 1998, p. 209). Comparing this with the length of the sidereal y ear, he calculated that the rate of
precession was not less than 1° in a century . From this information, it is possible to calculate that his v alue for the sidereal y ear was 365+1/4+1/144 day s (Toomer
197 8, p. 218). By giv ing a minimum rate he may hav e been allowing for errors in observ ation.
To approximate his tropical y ear Hipparchus created his own lunisolar calendar by modify ing those of Meton and Callippus in On Intercalary Months and Days (now
lost), as described by Ptolemy in the Almagest III.1 (Toomer 1984, p. 139). The Baby lonian calendar used a cy cle of 235 lunar months in 19 y ears since 499 BC (with
only three exceptions before 380 BC), but it did not use a specified number of day s. The Metonic cy cle (432 BC) assigned 6,940 day s to these 19 y ears producing an
av erage y ear of 365+1/4+1/7 6 or 365.26316 day s. The Callippic cy cle (330 BC) dropped one day from four Metonic cy cles (7 6 y ears) for an av erage y ear of 365+1/4
or 365.25 day s. Hipparchus dropped one more day from four Callippic cy cles (304 y ears), creating the Hipparchic cy cle with an av erage y ear of 365+1/4−1/304 or
365.2467 1 day s, which was close to his tropical y ear of 365+1/4−1/300 or 365.24667 day s.
We find Hipparchus's mathematical signatures in the Antiky thera Mechanism, an ancient astronomical computer of the second century BC. The mechanism is based on
a solar y ear, the Metonic Cy cle, which is the period the Moon reappears in the same star in the sky with the same phase (full Moon appears at the same position in the
sky approximately in 19 y ears), the Callipic cy cle (which is four Metonic cy cles and more accurate), the Saros cy cle and the Exeligmos cy cles (three Saros cy cles for
the accurate eclipse prediction). The study of the Antiky thera Mechanism prov es that the ancients hav e been using v ery accurate calendars based on all the aspects of
solar and lunar motion in the sky . In fact, the Lunar Mechanism which is part of the Antiky thera Mechanism depicts the motion of the Moon and its phase, for a giv en
time, using a train of four gears with a pin and slot dev ice which giv es a v ariable lunar v elocity that is v ery close to the second law of Kepler, i.e. it takes into account
the fast motion of the Moon at perigee and slower motion at apogee. This discov ery prov es that Hipparchus mathematics were much more adv anced than Ptolemy
describes in his books, as it is ev ident that he dev eloped a good approximation of Kepler΄s second law.

Mithraic question
The Mithraic My steries, colloquially also known as Mithraism, was a 1st–4th century neo-platonic my stery cult of the Roman god Mithras. The near-total lack of
written descriptions or scripture necessitates a reconstruction of beliefs and practices from the archaeological ev idence, such as that found in Mithraic temples (in
modern times called mithraea), which were real or artificial "cav es" representing the cosmos. Until the 197 0s most scholars followed Franz Cumont in identify ing
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Mithras as a continuation of the Persian god Mithra. Cumont's continuity hy pothesis, and his concomitant theory that the astrological component was a late and
unimportant accretion, is no longer followed. Today , the cult and its beliefs are recognized as a product of (Greco-)Roman thought, with an astrological component
ev en more heav ily pronounced than the already v ery astrology -centric Roman beliefs generally were. The details, howev er, are debated.
As far as axial precession is concerned, one scholar of Mithraism, Dav id Ulansey , has interpreted Mithras as a personification of the force responsible for precession
(Ulansey , 1989). He argues that the cult was a religious response to Hipparchus's discov ery of precession, which—from the ancient geocentric perspectiv e—amounted
to the discov ery that the entire cosmos (i.e., the outermost celestial sphere of the fixed stars) was mov ing in a prev iously unknown way . His analy sis is based on the
so-called "tauroctony ": the image of Mithras killing a bull that was located in the central place in ev ery Mithraic temple. In the standard tauroctony , Mithras and the
bull are accompanied by a dog, a snake, a raven, and a scorpion. According to Ulansey , the tauroctony is a star chart. The bull is Taurus, a constellation of the zodiac.
In the astrological age that preceded the time of Hipparchus, the v ernal equinox had taken place when the Sun was in the constellation of Taurus, and during that
prev ious epoch the constellations of Canis Minor (The Dog), Hy dra (The Snake), Corv us (The Rav en), and Scorpius (The Scorpion)—i.e., the constellations that
correspond to the animals depicted in the tauroctony —all lay on the celestial equator (the location of which is shifted by the precession) and thus had priv ileged
positions in the sky during that epoch. Mithras himself represents the constellation Perseus, which is located directly abov e Taurus the Bull: the same location
occupied by Mithras in the tauroctony image. Mithras' killing of the Bull, by this reasoning, represented the power possessed by this new god to shift the entire cosmic
structure, turning the cosmic sphere so that the location of the spring equinox left the constellation of Taurus (a transition sy mbolized by the killing of the Bull), and
the Dog, Snake, Rav en, and Scorpion likewise lost their priv ileged positions on the celestial equator.
The iconography also contains two torch-bearing twins (Cautes and Cautopates) framing the bull-slay ing image—one holding a torch pointing up and the other a torch
pointing down. These torch-bearers are sometimes depicted with one of them (torch up) holding or associated with a Bull and a tree with leav es, and the other (torch
down) holding or associated with a Scorpion and a tree with fruit. Ulansey interprets these torch-bearers as representing the spring equinox (torch up, tree with
leav es, Bull) and the autumm equinox (torch down, tree with fruit, Scorpion) in Taurus and Scorpius respectiv ely , which is where the equinoxes were located during
the preceding "Age of Taurus" sy mbolized in the tauroctony as a whole. Thus Ulansey concludes that Mithraic iconography was an "astronomical code" whose secret
was the existence of a new cosmic div inity , unknown to those outside the cult, whose fundamental attribute was his ability to shift the structure of the entire cosmos
and thereby to control the astrological forces believ ed at that time to determine human existence, thus giv ing him the power to grant his dev otees success during life
and salv ation after death (i.e., a safe journey through the planetary spheres and a subsequent immortal existence in the realm of the stars).

Changing pole stars
A consequence of the precession is a changing pole star. Currently Polaris is extremely well suited to mark the position of the north celestial pole, as Polaris is a
moderately bright star with a v isual magnitude of 2.1 (v ariable), and it is located about one degree from the pole. [16]
The prev ious pole star was Kochab (Beta Ursae Minoris, β UMi, β Ursae Minoris), the brightest star in the bowl of the "Little Dipper", located 16 degrees from Polaris. It
held that role from 1500 BC to AD 500 . [17] It was not quite as accurate in its day as Polaris is today . [17] Today , Kochab and its neighbor Pherkad are referred to as the
"Guardians of the Pole" (meaning Polaris). [17]
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On the other hand, Thuban in the constellation Draco, which was the pole star in 3000 BC, is much less
conspicuous at magnitude 3.67 (one-fifth as bright as Polaris); today it is inv isible in light-polluted urban skies.
The brilliant Vega in the constellation Ly ra is often touted as the best north star (it fulfilled that role around
12,000 BC and will do so again around the y ear 14,000); howev er, it nev er comes closer than 5° to the pole.
When Polaris becomes the north star again around 27 ,800, due to its proper motion it then will be farther away
from the pole than it is now, while in 23,600 BC it came closer to the pole.
It is more difficult to find the south celestial pole in the
sky at this moment, as that area is a particularly bland
portion of the sky , and the nominal south pole star is
Sigma Octantis, which with magnitude 5.5 is barely v isible
to the naked ey e ev en under ideal conditions. That will
change from the 80th to the 90th centuries, howev er,
when the south celestial pole trav els through the False
Cross.
This situation also is seen on a star map. The orientation

Precession of Earth's axis around the north
ecliptical pole

of the south pole is mov ing toward the Southern Cross
constellation. For the last 2,000 y ears or so, the Southern Cross has pointed to the south celestial pole. As a
consequence, the constellation is no longer v isible from subtropical northern latitudes, as it was in the time of
the ancient Greeks.

Precession of Earth's axis around the south
ecliptical pole
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The 26,000-year cycle of precession as seen from near the
Earth. The current north pole star is Polaris (top). In about
8,000 years it will be the bright star Deneb (left), and in
about 12,000 years, Vega (left center). The Earth's rotation
is not depicted to scale – in this span of time, it should
rotate over 9 million times.

The images abov e attempt to explain the relation between the precession of the Earth's axis and the shift in the equinoxes. These images show the position of the
Earth's axis on the celestial sphere, a fictitious sphere which places the stars according to their position as seen from Earth, regardless of their actual distance. The first
image shows the celestial sphere from the outside, with the constellations in mirror image. The second image shows the perspectiv e of a near-Earth position as seen
through a v ery wide angle lens (from which the apparent distortion arises).
The rotation axis of the Earth describes, ov er a period of 25,7 00 y ears, a small circle (blue) among the stars, centered on the ecliptic north pole (the blue E) and with
an angular radius of about 23.4°, an angle known as the obliquity of the ecliptic. The direction of precession is opposite to the daily rotation of the Earth on its axis.
The orange axis was the Earth's rotation axis 5,000 y ears ago, when it pointed to the star Thuban. The y ellow axis, pointing to Polaris, marks the axis now.
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The equinoxes occur where the celestial equator intersects the ecliptic (red line), that is, where the Earth's axis is perpendicular to the line connecting the centers of
the Sun and Earth. (Note that the term "equinox" here refers to a point on the celestial sphere so defined, rather than the moment in time when the Sun is ov erhead at
the Equator, though the two meanings are related.) When the axis precesses from one orientation to another, the equatorial plane of the Earth (indicated by the
circular grid around the equator) mov es. The celestial equator is just the Earth's equator projected onto the celestial sphere, so it mov es as the Earth's equatorial plane
mov es, and the intersection with the ecliptic mov es with it. The positions of the poles and equator on Earth do not change, only the orientation of the Earth against the
fixed stars.
As seen from the orange grid, 5,000 y ears ago, the v ernal equinox was close to the star Aldebaran of Taurus. Now, as seen from the y ellow grid, it has shifted
(indicated by the red arrow) to somewhere in the constellation of Pisces.
Still pictures like these are only first approximations, as they do not take into account the v ariable speed of the precession, the v ariable obliquity of the ecliptic, the
planetary precession (which is a slow rotation of the ecliptic plane itself, presently around an axis located on the plane, with longitude 17 4°.87 64) and the proper
motions of the stars.

Diagram showing the westward shift of the vernal equinox among the stars over the past six millennia

The precessional eras of each constellation, often known as Great Months, are approximately :[18]
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Constellation

Year entering

Year exiting

Taurus

4500 BC

2000 BC

Aries

2000 BC

100 BC

Pisces

100 BC

AD 2700

Cause
The precession of the equinoxes is caused by the grav itational forces of the Sun and the Moon, and to a lesser extent other bodies, on the Earth. It was first explained
by Sir Isaac Newton. [19]
Axial precession is similar to the precession of a spinning top. In both cases, the applied force is due to grav ity . For a spinning top, this force tends to be almost
parallel to the rotation axis. For the Earth, howev er, the applied forces of the Sun and the Moon are nearly perpendicular to the axis of rotation.
The Earth is not a perfect sphere but an oblate spheroid, with an equatorial diameter about 43 kilometers larger than its polar diameter. Because of the Earth's axial
tilt, during most of the y ear the half of this bulge that is closest to the Sun is off-center, either to the north or to the south, and the far half is off-center on the opposite
side. The grav itational pull on the closer half is stronger, since grav ity decreases with distance, so this creates a small torque on the Earth as the Sun pulls harder on
one side of the Earth than the other. The axis of this torque is roughly perpendicular to the axis of the Earth's rotation so the axis of rotation precesses. If the Earth
were a perfect sphere, there would be no precession.
This av erage torque is perpendicular to the direction in which the rotation axis is tilted away from the ecliptic pole, so that it does not change the axial tilt itself. The
magnitude of the torque from the Sun (or the Moon) v aries with the grav itational object's alignment with the Earth's spin axis and approaches zero when it is
orthogonal.
Although the abov e explanation inv olv ed the Sun, the same explanation holds true for any object mov ing around the Earth, along or close to the ecliptic, notably , the
Moon. The combined action of the Sun and the Moon is called the lunisolar precession. In addition to the steady progressiv e motion (resulting in a full circle in about
25,7 00 y ears) the Sun and Moon also cause small periodic v ariations, due to their changing positions. These oscillations, in both precessional speed and axial tilt, are
known as the nutation. The most important term has a period of 18.6 y ears and an amplitude of 9.2″. [20]
In addition to lunisolar precession, the actions of the other planets of the Solar Sy stem cause the whole ecliptic to rotate slowly around an axis which has an ecliptic
longitude of about 17 4° measured on the instantaneous ecliptic. This so-called planetary precession shift amounts to a rotation of the ecliptic plane of 0.47 seconds of
arc per y ear (more than a hundred times smaller than lunisolar precession). The sum of the two precessions is known as the general precession.

Equations
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The tidal force on Earth due to a perturbing body (Sun, Moon or planet) is expressed by Newton's law of univ ersal
grav itation, whereby the grav itational force of the perturbing body on the side of Earth nearest is said to be greater than the
grav itational force on the far side by an amount proportional to the difference in the cubes of the distances between the near
and far sides. If the grav itational force of the perturbing body acting on the mass of the Earth as a point mass at the center of
Earth ( which prov ides the centripetal force causing the orbital motion ) is subtracted from the grav itational force of the
perturbing body ev ery where on the surface of Earth, what remains may be regarded as the tidal force. This giv es the
paradoxical notion of a force acting away from the satellite but in reality it is simply a lesser force towards that body due to
the gradient in the grav itational field. For precession, this tidal force can be grouped into two forces which only act on the

Tidal force on Earth due to the Sun,
Moon, or a planet

equatorial bulge outside of a mean spherical radius. This couple can be decomposed into two pairs of components, one pair
parallel to Earth's equatorial plane toward and away from the perturbing body which cancel each other out, and another pair
parallel to Earth's rotational axis, both toward the ecliptic plane. [21] The latter pair of forces creates the following torque v ector on Earth's equatorial bulge:[4]

where

Gm = standard gravitational parameter of the perturbing body
r = geocentric distance to the perturbing body
C = moment of inertia around Earth's axis of rotation
A = moment of inertia around any equatorial diameter of Earth
C − A = moment of inertia of Earth's equatorial bulge (C > A)
δ = declination of the perturbing body (north or south of equator)
α = right ascension of the perturbing body (east from vernal equinox).
The three unit v ectors of the torque at the center of the Earth (top to bottom) are x on a line within the ecliptic plane (the intersection of Earth's equatorial plane with
the ecliptic plane) directed toward the v ernal equinox, y on a line in the ecliptic plane directed toward the summer solstice (90° east of x), and z on a line directed
toward the north pole of the ecliptic.
The v alue of the three sinusoidal terms in the direction of x (sinδ cosδ sinα) for the Sun is a sine squared wav eform v ary ing from zero at the equinoxes (0°, 180°) to
0.36495 at the solstices (90°, 27 0°). The v alue in the direction of y (sinδ cosδ (−cosα)) for the Sun is a sine wav e v ary ing from zero at the four equinoxes and solstices
to ±0.19364 (slightly more than half of the sine squared peak) halfway between each equinox and solstice with peaks slightly skewed toward the equinoxes (43.37 °(−),
136.63°(+), 223.37 °(−), 316.63°(+)). Both solar wav eforms hav e about the same peak-to-peak amplitude and the same period, half of a rev olution or half of a y ear. The
v alue in the direction of z is zero.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_precession
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The av erage torque of the sine wav e in the direction of y is zero for the Sun or Moon, so this component of the torque does not affect precession. The av erage torque of
the sine squared wav eform in the direction of x for the Sun or Moon is:

where

= semimajor axis of Earth's (Sun's) orbit or Moon's orbit
e = eccentricity of Earth's (Sun's) orbit or Moon's orbit
and 1/2 accounts for the av erage of the sine squared wav eform,
elliptical orbit, [22] and

accounts for the av erage distance cubed of the Sun or Moon from Earth ov er the entire

(the angle between the equatorial plane and the ecliptic plane) is the maximum v alue of δ for the Sun and the av erage maximum v alue for the

Moon ov er an entire 18.6 y ear cy cle.
Precession is:

where ω is Earth's angular v elocity and Cω is Earth's angular momentum. Thus the first order component of precession due to the Sun is:[4]

whereas that due to the Moon is:

where i is the angle between the plane of the Moon's orbit and the ecliptic plane. In these two equations, the Sun's parameters are within square brackets labeled S, the
Moon's parameters are within square brackets labeled L, and the Earth's parameters are within square brackets labeled E. The term

accounts for the

inclination of the Moon's orbit relativ e to the ecliptic. The term (C−A)/C is Earth's dy namical ellipticity or flattening, which is adjusted to the observ ed precession
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_precession
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because Earth's internal structure is not known with sufficient detail. If Earth were homogeneous the term would equal its third eccentricity squared, [23]

where a is the equatorial radius (637 8137 m) and c is the polar radius (63567 52 m), so e 2 = 0.003358481.
Applicable parameters for J2000.0 rounded to sev en significant digits (excluding leading 1) are:[24][25]
Sun

Moon

Earth

Gm = 1.3271244 × 1020 m3/s2

Gm = 4.902799 × 1012 m3/s2

(C − A)/C = 0.003273763

a = 1.4959802 × 1011 m

a = 3.833978 × 108 m

ω = 7.292115 × 10−5 rad/s

e = 0.016708634

e = 0.05554553

= 23.43928°

i= 5.156690°
which y ield

dψS/dt = 2.450183 × 10−12 /s
dψL/dt = 5.334529 × 10−12 /s
both of which must be conv erted to "/a (arcseconds/annum) by the number of arcseconds in 2π radians (1.296 × 10 6 "/2π) and the number of seconds in one annum (a
Julian y ear) (3.1557 6 × 10 7 s/a):

dψS/dt = 15.948788"/a vs 15.948870"/a from Williams[4]
dψL/dt = 34.723638"/a vs 34.457698"/a from Williams.
The solar equation is a good representation of precession due the Sun because Earth's orbit is close to an ellipse, being only slightly perturbed by the other planets.
The lunar equation is not as good a representation of precession due to the Moon because the Moon's orbit is greatly distorted by the Sun and neither the radius nor
the eccentricity is constant ov er the y ear.

Values
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Simon Newcomb's calculation at the end of the 19th century for general precession (p) in longitude gav e a v alue of 5,025.64 arcseconds per tropical century , and was
the generally accepted v alue until artificial satellites deliv ered more accurate observ ations and electronic computers allowed more elaborate models to be calculated.
Lieske dev eloped an updated theory in 197 6, where p equals 5,029.0966 arcseconds per Julian century . Modern techniques such as VLBI and LLR allowed further
refinements, and the International Astronomical Union adopted a new constant v alue in 2000, and new computation methods and poly nomial expressions in 2003
and 2006; the accum ulated precession is:[26]

pA = 5,028.796195×T + 1.1054348×T2 + higher order terms,
in arcseconds, with T, the time in Julian centuries (that is, 36,525 day s) since the epoch of 2000.
The rate of precession is the deriv ativ e of that:

p = 5,028.796195 + 2.2108696×T + higher order terms.
The constant term of this speed (5,028.7 96195 arcseconds per century in abov e equation) corresponds to one full precession circle in 25,7 7 1.57 534 y ears (one full
circle of 360 degrees div ided with 5,028.7 96195 arcseconds per century )[26] although some other sources put the v alue at 257 7 1.4 y ears, leav ing a small uncertainty .
The precession rate is not a constant, but is (at the moment) slowly increasing ov er time, as indicated by the linear (and higher order) terms in T. In any case it must
be stressed that this formula is only v alid ov er a limited time period. It is a poly nomial expression centred on the J2000 datum, empirically fitted to observ ational
data, not on a deterministic model of the solar sy stem. It is clear that if T gets large enough (far in the future or far in the past), the T² term will dominate and p will go
to v ery large v alues. In reality , more elaborate calculations on the numerical model of the Solar Sy stem show that the precessional constants hav e a period of about
41,000 y ears, the same as the obliquity of the ecliptic. Note that the constants mentioned here are the linear and all higher terms of the formula abov e, not the
precession itself. That is,

p = A + BT + CT2 + …
is an approximation of

p = a + b sin (2πT/P), where P is the 41,000 year period.
Theoretical models may calculate the constants (coefficients) corresponding to the higher powers of T, but since it is impossible for a (finite) poly nomial to match a
periodic function ov er all numbers, the difference in all such approximations will grow without bound as T increases. Howev er, greater accuracy can be obtained ov er
a limited time span by fitting a high enough order poly nomial to observ ation data, rather than a necessarily imperfect dy namic numerical model. So for present flight
trajectory calculations of artificial satellites and spacecraft, the poly nomial method giv es better accuracy . In that respect, the International Astronomical Union
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chose the best-dev eloped av ailable theory . For up to a few centuries in the past and the future, all formulas do not div erge v ery much. For up to a few thousand y ears
in the past and the future, most agree to some accuracy . For eras farther out, discrepancies become too large – the exact rate and period of precession may not be
computed using these poly nomials ev en for a single whole precession period.
The precession of Earth's axis is a v ery slow effect, but at the lev el of accuracy at which astronomers work, it does need to be taken into account on a daily basis. Note
that although the precession and the tilt of Earth's axis (the obliquity of the ecliptic) are calculated from the same theory and thus, are related to each other, the two
mov ements act independently of each other, mov ing in opposite directions.
Precession exhibits a secular decrease due to tidal dissipation from 59"/a to 45"/a (a = annum = Julian y ear) during the 500 million y ear period centered on the
present. After short-term fluctuations (tens of thousands of y ears) are av eraged out, the long-term trend can be approximated by the following poly nomials for
negativ e and positiv e time from the present in "/a, where T is in billions of Julian y ears (Ga):[27]

p− = 50.475838 − 26.368583T + 21.890862T2
p+ = 50.475838 − 27.000654T + 15.603265T2
Precession will be greater than p+ by the small amount of +0.135052"/a between +30 Ma and +130 Ma. The jump to this excess ov er p+ will occur in only 20 Ma
beginning now because the secular decrease in precession is beginning to cross a resonance in Earth's orbit caused by the other planets.
According to Ward, when, in about 1,500 million y ears, the distance of the Moon, which is continuously increasing from tidal effects, has increased from the current
60.3 to approximately 66.5 Earth radii, resonances from planetary effects will push precession to 49,000 y ears at first, and then, when the Moon reaches 68 Earth
radii in about 2,000 million y ears, to 69,000 y ears. This will be associated with wild swings in the obliquity of the ecliptic as well. Ward, howev er, used the
abnormally large modern v alue for tidal dissipation. Using the 620-million y ear av erage prov ided by tidal rhy thmites of about half the modern v alue, these
resonances will not be reached until about 3,000 and 4,000 million y ears, respectiv ely . Howev er, due to the gradually increasing luminosity of the Sun, unless the
atmosphere is artificially shielded, the oceans of the Earth will hav e v aporized before that time (about 2,100 million y ears from now).

See also
Astrological age
Age of Aquarius
Axial tilt
Euler angles
Longitude of vernal equinox
Milankovitch cycles
Astronomical nutation
Sidereal year
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